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***Note: in the absence of food items that begin with the letters U and X, we 
have included “umbrella” and “x-ray” as cards; you can choose to eliminate these 

cards if you desire. Also, the card for I, “ice cream”, is a long sound of I, which 
will need to be pointed out to the child. 

Print and cut out the letter and grocery cards. Laminate if possible.  

Option 1: Lay out all the letter cards (or a chosen amount); go through the 
grocery cards and match them to the letter that makes the beginning sound. 

Option 2: Print and laminate the shopping cart page. Use it as a “board”. Lay out 
6 cards at a time (letter or food, however you prefer); match the food to their 
beginning sound. Place food cards in a pile on the red rectangle inside the 
shopping cart and lay out 6 new cards. Continue until all cards have been 
matched.  

Grocery Store Phonics Key: 
A - apple                     K - ketchup                 U - umbrella 
B - bread                     L - lemon                     V - vanilla bean 
C - cake                      M - milk                        W - watermelon 
D - donut                    N - nuts                        X - x-ray 
E - egg                        O - olive                       Y - yogurt 
F - fish                         P - peppers                  Z - zucchini  
G - grapes                 Q - quail 
H - hot dog                R - raspberry 
I - ice cream              S - sandwich 
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